HOW TO LAY WALL TILES
SUGGESTED TOOLS CHECKLIST:
Tiles
Adhesive
Grout
Snapping pliers
Tile cutter
Tile saw
Sponge
Silicone sealant
Tile nippers
Tile rasp
Gauging batten
PVC trim for
external corners

Adhesive spreader
Grout spreader
Sponge
Tape measure
Tile spacers
Straight edge
Tile scorer
Plumb line
Battens for setting out
Plastic bucket
Masonry nails

PREPARATION AND PLANNING
Plan your tiling carefully and buy all the tiles you need at the same time ensuring they are suitable for the area you intend to
tile – if you need help refer to design and planning section for the relevant project area. As tile shades can vary from batch
to batch it’s important to order the quantity you need at the one time after allowing an extra 10% for breakages and cutting.
The surface you plan to tile needs to be clean, dry and flat. If you have recently plastered the wall you will have to wait about
four weeks to allow the plaster to fully dry out. Cracks and holes need to be filled with a suitable filler. Porous surfaces need
to be primed so the moisture from the tile adhesive is not absorbed by the plaster. Walls should be flat and free from bows.
Old wallpaper, loose paint and plaster must be removed. Painted surfaces, if sanded, can be tiled over. Gloss paint should
be scoured with course sandpaper to assist adhesion. extured paint should be removed completely.
Prepare a gauging batten with the size of the tile plus 3mm of grout marked along its length. Consider centering lines
around windows and wash basins.

Plumb line through tile gauge
and horizontal batten
Marks to show edges of
cut tiles around window

Well gauge positioned
centrally over window
Start tiling from this corner against batten

Position horizontal batten using tile as a height guide
Plumb line to show edge of last full tile before wall
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HOW TO LAY WALL TILES
SETTING OUT
Arrange the tiles so that the cut tiles fill the spaces at the ends of the rows. Try to avoid using cut tiles in the middle of
walls as it looks unsightly. Cut tiles should be fitted at the back of recesses and into corners where they are not readily
noticed. Try to ensure that the set out allows cut tiles to be as wide as possible. Window reveal tiles are fixed after the
wall tiles have set.

TILING A PLAIN WALL
Secure your starting battens in place making sure that they are straight and square with a spirit level. Spread the tile
adhesive using a notched spreader, evenly. Do not cover more than you can tile in 20 minutes (approx. 1 square
metre at a time). Place your tiles using a ‘sliding action’ into place. The sliding action ensures an even coverage of
adhesive behind the tile. Remember to place tile spacers between each tile to allow accurate and even spacing. It’s a
good idea to regularly check that the tiles are straight using your spirit level, as you go along.
Wipe away any tile adhesive that squeezes out, with a sponge, ensuring there will be sufficient room between the
tiles to apply the grout. For a more professional finish to corners or as a smooth capping to a row of tiles, use PVC
trim for edging.

CUTTING WALL TILES
You will need to cut and shape some tiles to fit them around pipes, bathroom fittings, window frames, etc. This can
take a little practice, so have some spare tiles handy. For simple straight cuts, tiles can be scored with a tile cutter.
Place the scored tile over two matchsticks, press down gently either side to snap. If you only need to trim the edge of
the tile, score it and use a pair of nippers to ‘nibble off’ the excess. To cut more complicated shapes, you may find it
easier to make a template and transfer this onto the tile and use a tile wet saw. If you need to cut a large hole, cut the
tile in half and cut our two semi-circles.

GROUTING WALL TILES
When all the main tiles are in place you will have to allow the adhesive to dry. This will take about 24 hours. Using a
grout spreader, push the grout into all the joints. Wipe any excess grout from the tile surface with a sponge and buff
up with a soft cloth. Grouting alone is not suitable for providing a seal where it will get wet on a regular basis. For
this, a silicone sealant should be applied.

Whatever your inspiration, Amber has the answer...

TILES | PAVERS | STONE | RETAINING WALLS
1300 362 241

ambertiles.com.au

Amber recommends products be installed by a professional tradesperson. These instructions are to be used only as guides. Amber does not accept responsibility for any incorrect
installation results or improper preparation. For individual advice speak to your local Amber store.

NEW SOUTH WALES AND ACT: Chatswood Ph 02 9419 6177 | Caringbah Ph 02 9540 4044 | Coffs Harbour Ph 02 6651 4133 | Fairymeadow Ph
02 4284 0711 Five Dock Ph 02 9716 6214 | Fyshwick Ph 02 6280 6065 | Gosford Ph 02 4324 5366 | Glenhaven Ph 02 9894 4477 | Kellyville
Ph 02 9629 2100 | Kotara Ph 02 4942 1311 | Kingsford Ph 02 9663 3863 | Liverpool Ph 02 9821 1133 | Maitland Ph 02 4934 4380 | Mitchell Ph
02 6262 4200 | Mona Vale Ph 02 9997 7744 | Penrith Ph 02 4721 4025 | Port Macquarie Ph 02 6581 5066 | St George Ph 02 9570 6155 Seaforth
Ph 02 9949 6600 | Southern Highlands Ph 02 4872 4650 | Waitara Ph 02 9487 2822 | Yallah Ph 02 4256 3666
QUEENSLAND: Albion Ph 07 3256 2933 | Bundall Ph 07 5592 0460 | Holland Park Ph 07 3394 2755 | Lawnton Ph 07 3205 2025 | Maroochydore
Ph 07 5443 4166 Noosa Ph 07 5449 0444 | Oxenford Ph 07 5500 0588

